
 • Quickly and easily separate, locate, and identify 
your data center’s power chain. 

 • Precisely identify which rack PDUs are 
connected to which power feeds to improve 
your power infrastructure’s overall performance, 
reliability, and efficiency. 

 • Make it easy for technicians working on your 
IT rack to troubleshoot problems and prevent 
altering the wrong equipment. 

 • Keep racks organized and reduce time tracing 
and troubleshooting faults, thereby improving 
service levels. 

BENEFITS
DATA CENTER POWER IDENTIFICATION 
ISSUES? PUT SOME COLOR ON IT!                     
In critical facilities and data centers where different 
types of technology converge at the IT rack, many 
are transforming the inside of the rack to improve 
object recognition and identification with color-
coded rack power distribution units (PDUs). The 
benefits realized by incorporating a well-designed 
color-coding scheme will significantly improve 
the management of your power infrastructure, 
resulting in increased business efficiency and 
service levels. 

Raritan Rack PDU color-coding customizations 
provide a quick and straightforward visual in-rack 
identification experience. It’s up to you to decide 
which color-coding option best fits your facility 
and project requirements to organize your rack by 
color uniformity.

COLOR-CODING OPTIONS

RACK PDU
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COLOR-CODE OPTIONS

PDU COLOR LABELS
Our four-part PDU color labels are available at no extra cost, with no extension to lead time, and can be easily applied to 
most PX4 Rack PDU models. Color labels are strategically placed along the PDU during the production of your order and 
can be retrofitted into production environments or modified as project requirements change.  

The labeling system includes a color-coded: 
 ■ Branding label  
 ■ Controller/Network Card label 
 ■ Power cord band  
 ■ Equipment dot (typically placed on the equipment connected to the PDU)  

FULL-COLOR PDU CHASSIS  
On select PX3 and PX4 Rack PDU models, the PDU’s chassis can be professionally powder-coated with a vibrant, durable, 
and high-quality color finish. The chassis’ full color is visible along the entire length of the PDU. On some models, color-
coded labels are also added to the front of the PDU to ensure the selected color is visible throughout the rack.  This option 
will incur moderate customization costs and will add lead time to the order.

AVAILABLE COLORS

Black Red Blue Green Magenta Orange Yellow White Brown Gray

Actual product colors may vary. Some availability restrictions apply. If you are unable to find a color that matches 
your needs, please contact a Raritan Power Expert with your requirements. 
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